5.70 Release Notes (October 2018)

Overview

We are proud to announce the release of Proofpoint Essentials v5.70 which will be rolled out for general availability to all customers by 30 October 2018. Customers do not have to take any action to receive this update.

Improvements

- Improved search performance and table load times in the Essentials User Interface.
- SMTP Authentication: easily create SMTP AUTH credentials in the Essentials Domains page. SMTP AUTH prevents an SMTP server from being misused as an open mail relay and distributes spam within a network.
- Attachment Defense: added support to scan .xz archive file types and multiple features to improve the stability of the solution.
- Advanced Log Search: all options are now checked by default when choosing the Advanced Search feature in the logs for a specific user's account. Previously, these boxes were unchecked by default.
- Instant Replay: users can now resend messages an unlimited number of times using Instant Replay
- New SmartIDs and Dictionaries: added 10 SmartIDs and 2 Dictionaries to our regcomp options, including GDPR Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Terms. Full list:
  - **Dictionaries:**
    - GDPR-PII-Term
    - W-2
  - **SmartIDs:**
    - DEDLN: Driving_licence_in_Germany
    - DEICN: German_identity_card
    - DEPN: The German (DE for German ISO code) Passport Number
    - Email_Address
- FRDLN_CNI: France (FR is for France ISO Code) Drivers License Number/France National ID Card (CNI)
- FRPN: The French Passport Number.
- IP_Address
- Sourcecode
- UKPC: Postcodes_in_the_United_Kingdom
- UKUTR: https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/information/help?helpcategory=security&helpid=UniqueTaxpayReference

**API Changes**

- None

**Bug Fixes**

- Fixed an issue in the Safe Sender List causing senders with the underscore symbol to be recorded improperly
- Fixed Azure Sync issues causing users marked "Example from sync" from continuing to sync
- Fixed Azure Sync issues causing some Functional accounts and Security Groups to be erroneously exempted from syncing
- Reintroduced "Cleared (but Queued for delivery)" status in log filters for deferred mail
- Fixed bugs causing certain URLs to be rewritten improperly in URL Defense and for emails with >10k lines of code to be partially defended by URL Defense
- Fixed issue causing Image Analyzer to be enabled even after some customers disabled the feature
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